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Stunning German 18 year-old Rhianna is trying to steal girlfriend from longtime friend Drake, he
battles to free himself and take her away, trying to finally make her love him as much as he loves
her. This is not the only thing that Drake will have to struggle with while this week’s
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Commercial.Carly Thomassen, an interior designer and personal assistant for the Duggar family, is
expecting her first child and she is sharing the news with her other Duggars fans. She got on
Instagram and the Duggar Instagram account to share the news and explained why she decided to
let her followers know: "[she's pregnant] and isn't going to keep it a secret. Why? Because it's a
blessing. And because it's not a surprise. Every time I have felt truly blessed, it has not been a
surprise to me, and I don't think it needs to be a surprise to anyone else." Here's the post she
shared: I'm so excited to share some news with you! I'm having a baby! No, that's not a secret ;)
According to the Duggar family's official website, they have been talking about the sex of the baby
for a while now: With that information, we do know that this baby is going to be another girl! Carly
is having a girl, and I'm so excited to meet her! I'm looking forward to seeing the family grow and
what kind of a big sister Carly will be to Jeremiah! In the recent Instagram photo, Carly showed off
her growing baby bump in a red polka dot top and a floral skirt. She looks like she's 6 months
pregnant and is showing off her baby bump. It's been so long since she was last pregnant that we
don't have any expectations of what her changing look will be like. Congratulations to 04aeff104c
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